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Student says
SJSU police
too forceful

14.

S. U. dance ends in arrest
By Mark Johnson and
Ken Leiser
An SJSU student, arrested at
the Homecoming Dance on charges
of being drunk in public and resisting arrest, said he plans to file a
complaint against the University
Police for using unnecessary force.
Ruben Benitez, one of an estimated 800 students who attended
Friday’s dance, said he plans to file
a formal complaint against the arresting officer, Sgt. Bucky Harris,
and the University Police Department for using unnecessary force
during his 12:05 a.m, arrest at the
Student Union.
Benitez, arrested five minutes
after the dance ended, refused to
leave the beer serving area after
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being asked to leave twice by Harris, the police report said.
The report also stated that Benitez had to be forceably removed
from the area by Harris. and that he
threw punches at Harris after being
removed from the building.
It reportedly required four officers to restrain Benitez.
However, Benitez and three
friends, who were also present at the
dance, had a different version of the
incident.
Benitez said he left the beer
serving room as requested by the
police and remained outside the
room waiting for his friends to
leave.
Benitez said when he saw Harcontinued on page 8

Torn Chandler

Schools adjust to
high technology

Classical act
Sweet sounds abound downtown as the Almaden
String quartet serenades a small crowd under the
trees outside the Women’s Gym. The Quartet,
I above, from left to right / John Fairy% rother, Diane
Cult reva , Eileen Sordy I and Katie Wreede, played
Monthly afternoon. Violist Wreede I left 1,
CO ncentrates on her music (luring the perfor in lice.
The four yy ill play again in front of Sweeney Ilan next
Monday night at S.

By Luther Mitchell
America’s educational system,
like every other facet of our life, is
having to adapt to the computer age.
The dilemma of whether California’s educational system can produce graduates with sufficient skill
to function and contribute in the
technological society of the 1990s
was discussed at a public forum at
the Mountain View Community Center.
In addition, the forum addressed the problem of upgrading
the priorities of the nation’s educa-

tional system
Dr. Richard Carlson. senior regional economist at the Stanford Research Institute, discussed how
schools are going to have to adapt to
a computer-oriented society.
Carlson said the computer is
starting to create a demand for technical skills.
Some people, he said, have used
the term "de-skilling" to indicate
how our society is being forced to
learn a new innovation.
Carlson said he has heard peocontinued on page 8
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-Si Se Puede fights crime and truancy with education
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By Jennifer Koss
Si Se Puede means "it can be done." II means cooperat ion between university and community members.
To Sam Bozzo, an SJSU recreation and leisure studies instructor, it means "a different kind of education."
The Si Se Puede project began about three years ago.
Funded by the Santa Clara Office of Education, the city
of San Jose and some private donations, it’s primary
focus is the elimination of crime and truancy. Bozzo said.
"It works directly in the schools but also works with
agencies," Art Rosales, project representative, said.
In the spring of 1981, SJSU President Gail Fullerton
commissioned Jose Villa. dean of the school of social
work, to find a way the university could get involved in
the project. Bozzo said.
A committee compiled a list of classes in SJSU’s
eight schools that interact with the community. It found
44 such classes in the school of applied arts and sciences
olalone. Bozzo said.
"I would say without a doubt all eight schools in the
university are involved in some community work." he

said.
After a semester oil planning, the committee came
up with a multidisciplinary team concept, Bozzo said.
This meant teams of students with a variety of majors
would form the university branch of the Si Se Puede
project.
There was no actual class until spring, 1982. Bozzo
said. Then, the university created an experimental class
with 35 students comprising four teams on a credit/no
credit basis.
This semester is Si Se Puede’s first semester as a
graded class with official university accreditation, Bozzo
said.
The community project encompasses six San Jose
schools and employs six community workers, he said.
The community worker may serve as a disciplinarian and as a liaison between school. community and
parent.
The university Si Se Puede project is headed by an
advisory board consisting of an SJSU faculty member, a
community worker and a community represenstative.
This semester’s faculty members are from the schools of

Political science background
’stressed by graduates at forum
By Eric Her mstad
"We’ve finally established that a political science
degree does not go hand in hand with a law degree." said
4 Jim Bowen. career liaison officer for Phi Sigma Alpha.
the SJSU political science fraternity.
Rowen was the moderator for a forum on alternative
jobs for political science majors held Monday in the Student Union Almaden Room.
Four SJSU and University of Santa Clara graduates
were featured and spoke at the forum, attended by about
15 people.
Richard Ragain, a 1981 SJSU graduate working for
1
Bank of America. said he went into banking because he
"needed a job" and got it because of his political science
background. lie said the banking industry hires and promotes people with a Masters of Business Administration
degree and a BA in an unrelated field, like political science.
Ragain said students should "set goals and go for
them."
"It’s what employers are looking for," he said.
"Take classes that are beneficial, not just to fill up a
schedule."
Sherri Sager, a 1973 SJSU graduate who recently

earned a masters degree from the University tot Santa
Clara, said she has been "a political junkie since high
school." She said college provides the best opportunity
for gaining experience, and that every political science
major should do field work before graduation.
Academically. Sager stressed learning to get along
with people since in the political field you work in teams.
She also said that extracurricular activities show you
can "balance your priorities and budget your time."
Dan Salcido, a 1980 University of Santa Clara graduate, is a sales manager representing one-third of California for Proctor & Gamble Co. He said that internships
"open your eyes to the real world."
He said you need to learn persuasion so you can
present your point of view better.
Rich Robinson, another SJSU graduate, is currently
working as an independent campaign consultant in Santa
Cruz and is covering four campaigns.
He described field work in politics as "interesting.
fast work," and said the job outlook is very good, since
"everyone running for office has opponents."
it’ll get
"There’s a lot to be said for who you know
you in the door." Robinson said. "But what you know is
what keeps you inside."

biology, recreation and leisure studies, art education and
sociology. Bozzo said.
"It’s a real compatible arrangement from our standpoint." Bozzo said. "The students are getting educational learning. They see how other disciplines apply problem -solving techniques and at the same time, they’re
providing a service to the community."
"I think Si Se Puede has been successful in helping a
hell of a lot of kids . . families . . . and community
members to address some of their own problems," Rosales said.
Si Se Puede also works with police to set up neighborhood watch programs, Bozzo said.
The project "is an effective program in assisting the
community to prevent crime." said Manuel Sanchez.
senior staff aide with the San Jose Police Department’s
crime prevention unit.
Students taking the class begin with "a self-assessment of who they are," Bozzo said.
Team building is the next step, then negotiating.
continued on page 8
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Sam Bozzo
. . .Si Se Puede advisory board member

Forum caters to software specialists
By Jeff Barbosa
Approximately 50 people attended the first public
meeting of the Software Entrepreneurs’ Forum Monday night in the SJSU Student Union.
Founded in August. the Software Entrepreneurs’
Forum is a non-profit organization designed to provide the industry’s leading innovators with an educational forum to discuss marketing strategies, exprofessional
build
and
information
change
relationships.
of about 35
membership
has
a
The organization
people.
Michael Boss, president of the Forum, said the
group intends to address the concerns of people in the
software industry through monthly meetings and
workshops.
The featured speaker at Monday night’s meeting
was Richard Dalton, editor of the "Whole Earth
Software Catalog," to be published in 1984. He discussed the problems and promises of the software
industry.
"There’s a lot of chaos in the software field,"
Dalton said. "It’s my contention that one of the things
needed in the industry is more research."

Dalton told his audience to ask the average personal computer users what they want to see in computers, noting that the industry is spending too much
time on development and only making minor changes
in its products.
Another problem hurting the software industry is
that the computers are too technical for most of the
mass market, he said.
"We have a serious problem with closet computers, computers that are bought by people and then put
in the closet," he said. "The market has too many
things to do than to learn how to use a computer. It
has to be more simple."
The chances of receiving funds from venture capitalists may be slim, he said, noting that one venture
capitalist. Ben Rosen, invests in only about 17 of the
500 business plans he analyzes.
Dalton said the entrepreneur needs more than
just a good idea.
"11’s very hard to go in a garage, do something
bright and have the world believe you," he said. "You
just can’t be bright, that’s not enough You have to be
damn good.
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Jump in front of the bandwagon
Everybody loves a winner.
Nobody gives a damn about a loser. The only real
famous loser was the European ski jumper who fell
down the ramp and is now known as the "agony of defeat" every week at the beginning of "ABC’s Wide
World of Sports." Regardless what the guy did after that

Pat Sangimino
Staff Writer

in his skiing career, he will always be known as a failure.
no one ever wants to be associated
Let’s face it
with a failure. Last week’s midterms have provided us
with enough failure to contend with. But, there are those
of us who enjoy pulling for the underdog.
Like me. Just once I’d like to see that stupid coyote
catch that obnoxious roadrunner. Week in and week out
I watch that coyote try and try, but he is always falling
off a cliff or gelling smacked by a boulder. Just once I’d
like to see that dumb bird get swatted.
I happen to be a San Francisco Giants’ fan, and
most of the time lend up watching the Giants fall off the
proverbial cliff on their way to the cellar of the National
League. But rooting for the Giants is something I’ve
grown accustomed to. Unfortunately, the rewards have
not been abundant.
A winner is always remembered, but a loser, well,
he just falls back into the crowd and is forgotten. I have
reached this assumption after watching the 1983 World
Series in the Spartan Pub.
What happened to all those Dodger fans that were
around a week ago? What about those White Sox backers?
It looked to me like these people traded in their
Dodger blue for the burgandy and white of the Philadel-

phia Phillies, or the orange and black of the Baltimore
Orioles.
Some of these people didn’t want to take a chance
and be stuck with the losing team so they brought a cap
from each. When the Phillies won the first game, one
person paraded the hat around proudly.
That was the last time he wore that hat. His Oriole
cap was pretty well worked in by the end of the Series.
Another example is a friend of mine. All season long
all he did was talk about the supremacy of the Atlanta
Braves. Of course. theywere winning the National
League’s Western Division at the time, so it was pretty
secure for him to talk about their superiority.
By early Septemlier, when the Braves were fading
quickly in the West, his praise of "America’s Team"
was ocurring less frequently. In fact, by the time the
playoffs had started, he had jumped on to the Oriole
bandwagon. After Baltimore won the Series Sunday in
five games, my friend came running in on Monday
morning bragging about how the Orioles were you
guessed it superior in every aspect of the game.
"What about the Braves?" I asked him.
I didn’t get much of a reply. All he could come back
with was Baltimore’s great pitching staff. Give me a
break and show some loyalty.
"Fair weather fans" are a menace to the game.
But that’s the American public for you. Even the
media blew the whole thing out of proportion. Watching
or just listening to ABC’s coverage of the World
Series was enough to turn my stomach.
After rookie Mike Boddicker won Game Three with
a fine three-hit performance, Howard Cosell was the
first to jump on the bandwagon. He ranted and raved
about Boddicker’s Cinderella story. Cosa. never at a
loss for words, also said he knew that the rookie from
Norway, Iowa, was going to be a major league star the
first time he saw him pitch.
The first time Cosell saw him pitch was probably
that night.
Needless to say, I’m sick and tired of these fans who
jump from team to team depending on how the standings shape up. Show me someone who claims he is a
Baltimore Orioles fan and I’ll show you someone who
should be run over by the bandwagon.

Guest opinion

Prof’s African trip questioned
The Pan African Student Union is an African
student group advocating the establishment of Africa
as a continent -wide, socialist state. Zizwe MtafutaUkweli and Imani Kuumbo wrote this opinion for the
group.
A social and academic carcinogen has been exposed at SJSU. Our gratitude for this exposure must
be extended to Gail Taylor, a reporter on the Daily.
Her revealing interview with professor Harry Gailey
( former and probably current employee of the
United States Information Agency) allows us to examine the designs of the U.S. foreign policy on Africa.
According to the Oct. 14 article Gailey "was sent
to Africa as a graduate student because he was a
British empire specialist with an emphasis on Africa."
Galley’s outlook on Africa becomes clear, especially when the reader is aware of the parasite-host
relationship that the British empire had with its African colonies. It is obvious that professor Gailey was a
British imperialist expert with a special emphasis on
the ripping oft’ of Africa’s wealth. The question which
nags us next is, who would want to send a man with
this academic background to Africa, and for what
reason?
The sponsors of Galley’s first trip to Africa remains a mystery in Taylor’s article, but startling
information about his recent journey to Africa unmasks his missionary/mercenary role in that part of
the world. Taylor gets Gailey to confess that he "was
on of the American participants who was chosen by
the U.S. information service, and sent overseas to
discuss a variety of subjects with African leaders."
Astute and critical students notice at once that
the sponsoring "U.S. information service" is a pseudonym for the dreaded United Stales Information
Agency. USIA.
Just what is this agency?
The USIA is the chief executor of U.S. psychological warfare. It is staffed by some 12,000 persons and
has a budget that exceeds 130 million taxpayer’s dollars annually. The USIA boasts more than 120
branches in more than 100 countries: 50 of these are
in Africa alone. The agency is directed by a central
body which operates in the name of the U.S. president. The planning and coordination of its activities
are in close touch with Pentagon, the Central Intelligence Agency, and even armed forces intelligence
centers,
But why would they employ Gailey?
Gailey himself seemed to obscure this question
by saying he was sent to Africa because of the 10
books he wrote on Africa. Common sense tells us that
just writing books on Africa doesn’t merit a trip 10
Africa sponsored by the U.S. government. AS we read
further we allow professor Galley to blow the whistle
himself.
He does this when he informs us that he was not

only sent to have dialogue with "African leaders" hut
also to "take part in presentations to high level agencies in or outside the government responsible for
economic affairs." Who was Galley representing in
these discussions? Apparently he was representing
the USIA which is an arm of the U.S. empire, not the
British empire.
Now the pieces begin to fit perfectly. Galley’s
earlier academic background in British imperialism
has prepared him well. However, this is only one side
of our subject’s livelihood.
This one side was a necessary prelude to the
exposure of this corrupt and contagious propaganda
at SJSU. Here is a faculty member whose background study has emphasized the expropriation of
Africa and Africans for the interest of the "western
world" ( read European capitalist class for clarity).
For this outlook, our imperial scholar was
awarded the position of coordinator of the African
Studies Program at SJSU. If this tragedy still eludes
you, then let us look deeper into the infested wound.
"Gailey is pessimistic about the future of Africa," says the article. Father Galley seems to have
a problem with traditional African rulers being "allowed" tas in allowance granted from parent to
child) to rule in Africa. Gailey, the mortician, sees
Africa’s primary problem not as the malaria -carrying mosquito or the subversion of external and internal mercenaries, but the African people and this
problem is increasing. And for this outlook he was
awarded the coordination of the African Studies Department.
Gailey, the economist, tells us that Africa is extremely poor right now but fails to tell us that it is the
U.S. dominated financial and industrial interest with
its imbalanced trade sheets that increase poverty in
Africa at an alarming rate. After all it is no secret
that Africa is minerally the richest continent in the
world.
Because Gailey is correct when he stales that
politically unstable governments plague Africa, we
are forced I() indict our informer on his role in supporting the USIA whose job it is to ensure this same
political instability in the favor of the U.S.’s multinational institutions.
Finally, we encourage African students (including Taylor) to be aware of any departments or programs which have connections with the CIA. These
departments and programs are known to lure students into their employ.
We would like to end this commentary by answering Taylor’s question to Gailey: "Who are the
Africans?"
They are all the people of African descent as well
as African citizens working for the total liberation
and unification of Africa under a just and popular
economic system (scientific socialism). No longer
should our history be dictated by the European capitalist’s interest.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Not every Greek
is a social misfit
Editor:
Kindly pluck your foot out of
your mouth and open your one-sided
mind. Jim Goulding!
If you’re always so eager to
"mow over" everyone. why not get
your own column? You’re always
either complaining about the Daily
or the Greeks.
Your latest outburst claimed
that Greg Steele’s letter was "describing fraternity and sorority
members" when he said: "The campus is a playground for those social
misfits and their psychotic behavior."
If you feel the need to discriminate against anyone, why not Greg
Steele, rather than the entire Greek
system? I am a Greek and I can
assure you that I do not consider the
campus "a playground," nor do I
consider myself a social misfit with
psychotic behavior.
What if I discovered that one
particular theater arts major is gay,
then I publicly accused the entire
theater arts staff and its students of
being gay? How would that suit the
theater arts majors?
People like yoti are constantly
"mowing over" the Greek system
with this feeble-minded approach.
Step down from the stage and slop
trying to play the role of a journalist.
Kelly Smith
lllll munication Studies
senior

Transients should be
treated like people
Editor:
I am deeply appalled at the insensitivity expressed by the writer
in an Oct. 17 letter to the editor, regarding the removal of transients
from campus.
Although I acknowledge that
transients are not pleasing to observe and do create problems, I find
it quite difficult to comprehend and
accept the cruel attitude which most
citizens take toward these unfortunate persons.
Transients, believe it or not, are
human beings with physical or mental disorders, or sometimes both.
They are just as unable and helpless
to lead normal lives as the disabled
and retarded, hut transients are
treated much worse they are denied the services and support to make

their lives bearable.
There are more than three mil
lion transients in the United States.
Instead of demanding that our government provide shelter and food
for these people by using a small
amount of the money we waste (billions of dollars every year) to aid
other nations, most citizens would
rather ignore the transients and
view them as uncivilized apes.
The attitude of ridicule which
most citizens take toward the transients’ lifestyle are both inhumane
and unjusified.
Transients don’t ransack garbage cans because they like to: they
do it because they’re hungry, and
want to live.
These "incompetents" don’t
walk around like dogs with fleas and
lice in their hair because they disire
the parasites’ company; they do not
have the opportunity to clean themselves.

The forum page is your page.
The Daily encourages readers’ comments on any topic.
The viewpoints expressed in
opinion articles are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

Transients don’t sleep on sidewalks and freeze because they enjoy
it: they do it because they can’t find
shelter.
I do not doubt the frustration of
students and other citizens suffer
when they must witness the sight of
a transient, hut unless the majority
of citizens care enough about their
fellow man to demand aid and receptiveness from the government,
the problem is going to get worse.
Fritz Mertens
Social %%in k
freshman

Student sheds light
on facts of Africa
Editor:
In Oct. 14 s issue of the Daily, an
article written by staff writer Gail
Taylor appeared, entitled "Campus
author goes to Africa, comes back
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\k 11 book...
This article failed to answer(hr
question it set out to: Who are
Africans?
This was not surprising, because the author, professor Harry
Gailey, was uninformed about what
he was writing.
Indeed, the question was never
answered: all the author did was fill
up the space with his ill-motivated,
unfounded, unrepresentative and insulting opinions on Africa. As an information source, Gailey was absolutely incorrect.
Taylor and Galley should knov, 9
they were wrong and make the correct ions below:
Africa is not a "troubled continent," as they thought. The connotation is that Africa is "locked up"
in an adverse condition it can’t escape from. This becomes Woo,
when one considers the fact that the
article’s source is pessimistic about
Africa.
We are not unsure of our African
governments, as they reported. We
know the direcion of our governments: what we want is not what zs,
they are providing. Thus, we are
seeking better ones.
"Multiple marriages" are not the
tradition, as reported. The Africans
are free in their marriage behaviors, and nobody is compelled by
tradition to enter into multiple mar ,
riages.
American culture encourages optimism. Why was he so willing to be
pessimistic on Africa? Does he think I
he can discourage us?
,- Why is the professor concerned
about Africa’s population? For the
most part, the continent of Africa is
very sparsely populated. Several
factors, including slavery, have depleted its population. Thus Africans
are not numerous enough. Is the professor worried about multiplying the
black race?
Mohammed liashiru Ni. Visa
Aeronautics 4
senior
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LETTERS
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature, major, phone
number and class standing. The%
phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.
Letters can be delivered to the
Daily, upstairs in Dwight Bentel
Hall, oral the information center on
the first floor of the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit letters for length, gram I
mar and libel.

by Berke Breathed
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Bid to end budget delays

Seesawing for dollars

SACRAMENT() (API An initiative that would cut off legislators’
pay and fine them MO a day for failing to meet the deadline for passing a
stale budget has been proposed, the
slate attorney general said yesterday.
The proposal would also require
a popular vote on the legislative pay

Bruno insurance broker and unsuc
cesslul Republican candidate for congress. and Lee Phelps. 53. of Aphis.
The Legislature passed and Gov.
George Deukmejian signed on Sept.
15 a measure which will boost legislators’ pay from the present 828.111 a
year to $33.732 in the next term starling in December 1984.

raise approved by the Legislature
this year and any subsequent legislative pay raises, and would limit legislators’ personal expenses to half id
their salary.
’Inc initiative, which needs 630.000 signatures of registered voters 10
qualify for the ballot, was submitted
by Les Kelling. 65. a retired San

Review to focus on teaching

Alpha Phi sorority members and friends
seesaw to raise money for the American
Heart Association. The III -hour effort,

made in commemoratim of the sorority’s
I I I th anniversary, began Monday at 2 a.m.
and will end at 5 p.m. Friday.
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WASHINGTON (AP) Los Angeles Mayor Tom
Itradley endorsed former Vice President Walter Mon.
ill le’s 1984 presidential bid Monday, while saying his action was not a slap at California Sen. Alan Cranston or the
Rev. Jesse Jackson.
"You have to make a choice." Bradley, me of the
nation’s leading black politicians, said. "I have great
respect and admiration for Alan Cranston....This is ’to say
nothing denigrating toward Alan Cranston."
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Bradley added that the endorsement was not meant
II. undercut black leader Jesse Jackson, who is still (’onsidering a bid for the nomination.
"A year ago I did promise Fritz Mondale that I was
gluing to endorse and support him," Bradley told a news
conference. "II was just a matter of timing, and this was
he time and the place."
"He (Mondale) best exemplifies those characteristics that the American people want and are looking for in
a leader integrity, experience, compassion and a longterm consistent record of fairness," Bradley added.
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Merced borrows money
to keep head above water
MERCED (AP) Merced County needed to borrow
money to pay bills this month for the second time in 19
years, said county auditor-controller LeRoy Gilsdorf.
The county "actually ran out of money." requiring
the acquisition of $7.1 million in tax anticipation loans.
County Administrator Clark Channing told county supervisors Monday.
The county undertook similar borrowing a month
later in the fiscal year last year, Gilsdorf said.
The loans will cost the county $.340.000 in interest. but
the county should gain $100.000 by reinvesting the money
it higher interest rates.
Initial payments on the loan will begin in December
when the first installment on county properly tax bills are
paid.
County analyst John Hinson downplayed the importance of the borrowing, saying creditors were never in
’longer of losing money because the county had antic mated the problem
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Bradley. who placed Mondale’s name in nomination
for vice president at the 1980 Democratic convention.
bristled when asked if he would advise Jackson against
running because it might reduce black liberal support for
Mondale.
"He doesn’t need my advice to run or not lo run,"
Bradley said.
"We had expected it for some time," said Conway
Collis, executive chairman of Cranston’s California campaign.
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two Schick Super II twin blade cartridges
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A chance to win a Schick Super II
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least 50 or more winners!
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to the bookstore to receive your special
razor.
The Super II twin blade shaving system
features Super II twin blades that are
custom honed for close, comfortable
shaves.
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first served basis. Act now and experience great shaves
courtesy of Schick Super II.
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"The school of education takes the position that
methodology is more im-

,
,

Mondale said he welcomed the endorsement from the
I, mayor of the nation’s third-largest city.
"I don’t know of any endorsement I value more
highly." Mondale said.
Asked if he thought the Bradley endorsement would

Worei
Art Manager

T

ti 10111.
litt said, "while
other schools take the position that it’s more important to have knowledge ot
the subject"
Today’s lecture, from
the "university booktalks"
series, will take place from
12:30 to 1:30 in Business
Classroom 004

Hit’ 11111.0111111 id

versus methodology in teacher training "has been
going on for many years on
both sides of the Atlantic."
he said.

weigh in Jackson’s (h,
In to run, Mondale said, "I have
nol talked to Jesse all
this. But that is not the basis of
Tom Bradley’s endorsement. Tom Bradley is a prominent
national public leader in his own right."

.

Forum Editor
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’hay d by
mar-

paper
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He said England’s eau
cation training sends out
students very early on. in
their first and second years
of college. to
assistant
teachers.
"It’s an example of the
dangers in the (British)
system as it presently exists," he added.

Bradley backs Mondale for president

Spartan Daily

10110rS

By Karen Woods
How future teachers
should be prepared, either
by emphasizing the subjects they teach, or how
they teach them, will be
discussed today in a book
review by Dennis Chaldecoil. an SJSU English professor.
The review focuses on
a pamphlet entitled "Teaching in Schools: the Content of Initial Training."
released in 1983 by the
United Kingdom’s Department of Education and Science.
Chaldecoll said the
recommends
pamphlet
teachers
student
that
spend more class time
learning about the subjects
they are going to leach,
and less time learning educational theory.
He said he gained a
good perspective of the
work by leaching in the
school of education at England’s University of Exeter
through a 1982 faculty exchange program.
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NorPac title hopes on line
for Spartan field hockey
Battered Cal Bears battle SJSU for first place
By Dean Kahl
All that stands between the SJSU women’s field
hockey team anti a tie for the Northern Pacific Conference title is a banged-up Cal Bear team. Sounds like a
cinch. right?
The sixth -ranked Spartans hope so. They will he out to
avenge their only setback thus season - a 5-2 hiss to the
12th-ranked Bears on the astro-turt at Berkeley 11c1 . 1
"We can clinch a tie for the title." head coach Carolyii
Lewis said. and that’s incentive. Also, we can beat (lie
4011Iy team that’s beaten us. That’s added incentive
For the Spartans. it would be their eighth NorPac title
in the last nine years.
since
The Spartans have won three straight g
Cal. And they’ve done so in convincing fashtheir loss
ion. defeat tog Long Beach State 3-0. Stanford 3-1 and
Chico State 3-1. According to Lewi,.. the Spartans are on a
nil I
We.% giA some goixl matches under our bell s.’
Lewis said. "We did some things that we had to do. so
we’re ready "
I n the other hand. Donna Fong leads Cal into one III
her team’s biggest games of the year with a couple of
question marks. With that. the Bear ft...Id

4

’We can clinch a tie for the
title, and that’s incentive. Also,
we can beat the only team
that’s beaten us. That’s added
incentive.’
SJSU coach Carolyn Lewis
that the Bears have their work cut out for them.
Fong’s major worry is the condition of two of her top
players - back Ligaya Yrastorza and midfielder Cheryl
Swanson. X-rays were taken Tuesday to see if Yrastorza
had a stress fracture and Swanson’s hack has been bothering her all season. Both are questionable for Wednesday’s match.
But Fong can’t afford the Bears to beat anything less
than lull strength. A loss tacked on to their 4-1 NorPac
record would virtually hand the hit It’ to SJSU.
"I think all of these injuries are due to the a:aro-turf,"
tl’am idays and practices on the Militia!
s,
surface of Kleeberger Field.
"Ws a hard surface," Fling
think it has the padding that other astro-turt fields have. I
can’t believe how banged up we’ve been this year with leg
and shin injuries."
Luckily for the Spartans, loday’s 3 p.m. game at
Ion astro-turf. When the Iwo
south campus will not
learns met OD natural grass in Long Beach. SJSU came
away with a 4-0 victory.

I.

"San Jose’s tactics will be conducive to the ti
Fong noted. "The hall’s not going to bounce as Iasi ol
smooth as we’re used to.
Said Fong. "It’ll he hard, hut we’ll just have to adjust.
The good teams make the necessary adjust mein s "
Fong made note of the f ine play this season from
toorwards Kathy Forbey and Renee Tine’s and in all !elders
Bence (’ha as (who scored three gi la Is in (ti Is victor \
over SJSt ) and Bunny Freud.
"Chinas played really well in the last San ti
game," Fong said. "She’s a hard hiller on penally col
tiers, but on the grass she might not be as effect
The Bears will need all the effectiveness they can get.
Spartan goalie Debbie Libbey has allowed only two goals
in the I twee games she has started since the loss to Cal. On
offense. the Spartans are led by their powerful goal -scoring trio of hack Ali McCargo (10 goals and one assist !. and
forwards Jeannie Gilbert (nine goals and dime assists!
and Kim Green !eight goats and two assists). The Spartans have been spearheaded on defense by the play ot
links Mace Savelkoul and Kathy Wood.
All have been consistent performers lor MSC this
season.
"The last time we played," Fong said. "it wasn’t so
much a case of what we did, but what they S.ISI ii ii
do."

photos by Craig Fischer
WcCargo (:11). above right, and Kathy Wood. above left, display the
form against Stanford that %yin lead the Spartans against Cal today.

a

Lewis, though. feels that today’s match against the
Bears will have a happier ending for the Spartans than
last time.
’’It’s not like we have ii, beat them." Lewis
’they have to beat us.’’
4

Supreme Court decision puts networks
into a ’total hold pattern’ until spring
NEW YORK I Apt - A
Supreme Court decision to
tackle the dispute over who
controls the televising of
college football games has
thrown a wrench into the
plans of two major networks.
After the Supreme
Court’s announced intention Monday, ABC spokesman Donn Bernstein said
the network was "in a total
bold pattern now. We hope
hr an early reading. It
would be helpful that we
gel it by the spring to clear
the way lor sales."
And CBS spokesman
Jay Rosenstein said: "Our
1984 football telecasts depend on the decision."
The TV -rights showdown stemmed from a
fight between the National
Collegiate Athletic Association and the College
Football Association, a
group of 60 of the best’
known college foot ball
60
The
powerhouses.
schools claimed the right
television
contract
to
rights on their own, but
retreated
subsequently
when the NCAA granted
them a bigger voice in its
television policy.
I’EA Executive three -

tor Charles Neinas said
Monday. "We believe the
Supreme Court will eventually conclude that the
NCAA should not maintain
the exclusive coin rid at college football television.
"The CFA television
committee will continue lo
develop an attractive marketing concept that could
be available for 1984," Neinas said.
The Supreme Court
justices agreed to review
lower court rulings that the
NCAA’s 30-year control violates federal antitrust
law. The court’s decision is
not expected until next
year and therefore will not
affect contracts, worth
$74.2 million, for the current football season.
The NCAA’s television
contracts over the next
three years are worth
more than $200 million, indicating the court’s &vision could have a billion dollar impact over the next
decade.
A federal trial judge
and the 10th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals had ruled
previously that centralized
control over the selling of
television rights to college
foothall its mu’’- ViAlteS t

Sherman Act, a major antitrust law.
Those rulings came in
a lawsuit filed by the University of Oklahoma and
the University of Georgia
Association,
Athletic
whose lawyers say the two
schools could make a lot
more money making their
own television deals.
Most immediately, the
rulings
court
lower
threaten the NCAA’s 6207
million worth of contracts
with ABC, CBS and Turner
Broadcasting Systems for
the next three football seasons.
NCAA lawyers told the
justices that many other
televised sports arrangements are jeopardized by
the rulings.

the appeal said.
Justice Byron R. White
salvaged this season’s tele-
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Rebuilt Engines
From $385
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410 San Salvadore (at Market)
294-2421
Serving SJSU for 15 Dependable Years

vision contracts last July
when he temporarily suspended the effect of the
10th Circuit court’s ruling.
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III. Saturdays, January 7 and January 14 and
January 21 and January 28, 1984;
8:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. each day
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$7.97. I’ll save 50% off the regular
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News waves? They re the trends of todayin politics. business, youth, the economythat affect
what’s to come next month, next year, in the next
decade.
News waves in U.S.News: We analyze them every
week (before they make the headlines elsewhere) to
keep you on top ofand prepared forwhat the
future holds in store.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.
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ut Repair Costs in Half!
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COMIC COLLECTOR SHOP
73 E. SAN FERNANDO

U.S.News & World Report presents

"The list of endangered arrangements could
go on and on." their appeal
said.
"Professional football,
baseball, basketball and
hockey have a statutory
antitrust exemption for
telecasting agreements but
this applies only if certain
conditions are satisfied,
and it does not pertain to
other professional sports
or any amateur sports.-

S. CLAY WILSON IN PERSON

San Jose State University
Office of Continuing Education
Call (408)277-2182 for information
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SJSU soccer team takes two down south
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By John Ormsby
Life on the road seems to agree with Julius Menendez’ Spartan soccer team. The road-weary coach might
not admit it, but after weekend victories over Long Beach
Slate and Westmont College. the Spartans are a perfect 50 in games played in Southern California.
The Spartans posted wins over Cal State Fullerton.
Loyola-Marymount and Brigham Young University during trips south earlier this season.
SJSU opened the weekend with a Sunday match in
Long Beach. Forward Glen Lenhart broke out of a scoring
slump with two goals and the defense. shook off the effects
of the long bus ride to post a 2-1 victory.
"We stepped off that bus and we were playing within
30 minutes," Menendez said. "The guys looked a little
tired in the beginning but they shook it off and played very
well."
After a scorless first half, the Spartans got on the
board first shortly after the intermission with what Menewly/ described as a "very creative goal." Danny Barraza dribbled through the defense and one-touched a pass
lo Tom Vischer. who quickly redirected the ball to Lenhart, standing a few feel from the goal. Lenha rt’s short
shot put the Spartans up 1-0.
SJSU scored the game-winner on an unusual play
midway through the second half Spartan goalkeeper

Lenhart, McDowell lead Spartans
to wins over Long Beach, Westmont
John Olejnik blasted a deep kick that cleared the 49er
defense. Lenhart raced after the ball, caught up with it 18
yards from the goal and blasted the shot home for the
winning score. Oeljnik was credited with an assist on the
play.
Long Beach scored with four minutes remaining
when forward Robert Grote bent a free kick around a wall
it Spartan players and into the goal.
Menendez was pleased with Lenhart’s Iwo-goal performance.
"When Glen is on, he is a tremendous player." the
coach said. "We need that consistency from him."
Menendez also had praise for his defense.
"It’s very hard to travel that far and step right on the
field." he said. "Our defense did a terrific job shutting
them down.
The Spartans finished the trip with a 1-0 overtime
victory against Westmont Monday. Fullback Matt McDowell scored the lone goal three minutes into overtime
to lead SJSU to the win.

The match was a defensive struggle much of the way,
and Menendez got a strong performance from his defense
to keep Westmont at bay.
"Westmont has some good, fast forwards," he said,
"and our guys did just a great job staying voth them."
Menendez singled out Larry Freie and Mark Mangano,
among others, for their defensive performances.

tram Tom Vischer and put a short header into the net for
the game’s only score.
"Matt’s a big strong kid, and that comes in handy
when the ball’s in the air," Menendez said. "It’s good to
see him gel a goal. He works very hard on defense. but his
value to the team is often overlooked."
The Spartans will face 17th-ranked University of San
Francisco at home Saturday at 8 p in at Spartan Stadium.

’We stepped off that bus and we
were playing within 30
minutes. The guys looked a
little tired in the beginning, but
they shook it off and played
very well.’

"Larry improves with every game," he said. "He’s
developing into a great defensive player. The coach
moved Mangano to fullback instead of his usual forward
position, and the move paid off in a big way.
"1 wanted to get Mark on their fastest forward." Menendez said. "He (Jorge Jimenez) was very fast. but
Mark was just a little bit quicker. He did a fine job of
shutting him down."
McDowell put his six -foot -three frame I() use to score
the game winner. The Spartan fullback took a corner kick

Spartan coach

Julius Menendez

the Varsity Sport of the Mind

LAO0C to keep
interest earned

CO

E

Funds draw $28,000 a day
LOS ANGELES (AP)
The Las Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee
is earning thousands of dollars a day in interest on
more than $100 million in
ticket orders it is holding,
but won’t be returning any
of that interest when it refunds money for oversubscribed events.
Peter V. Ueberroth.
president of the LAO0C.
would not divulge the exact
amount of daily interest on
the ticket money but said a
reported estimate of at
least $28,000 a day was a
"reasonable" figure.
The figure was calculated by the Los Angeles
Times based on limited information released by the
LAO0C. The newspaper
said Tuesday it had received a number of letters
from prospective ticket
buyers who said they
should receive interest on
any refunded money held
by the LAO0C.

help pay the costs of running the ticket system, the
system will still not pay for
itself even alien th interest on money to be refunded is taken into ac
count.

SJSU ADMINISTRATION/FACULTY TEAM

The president said that
it is fair that those ordering
tickets pay a share toward
the
because
financing
Olympic committee has
been determined to have
the fairest ticket distribution plan possible.
Ueberroth said there
would be no delay in refunds in order to earn more
interest.

V.S.

EXHIBITION MATCH
Lucius Eastman
Dan Garr
John Wettergreen
Roy Young

SJSU STUDENT ALL-STAR TEAM
David Sturrock
Larry Parmeter
Fred Krumbein
Charles Miller

"1 would not permit
one day of delay in order to
permit us I() gather more
interest," he said. "This is
not a game where an extra
10 days of interest income
will make a hit of difference."

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 19

12:30 S.U. UPPER PAD

The interest would
amount to at least $1.7 mil
lion since the close of the
first ticket ordering Aug
15.
choodi,
Spartan runner Marcel Kahn a, a freshman Ira nsfer from New Zeain the Cal Inx ita t iona I last Saturday.
land, finished

Ueberroth said that al
though there was a $1 serv
ice charge on each ticket to

SJSU cross country longshots
at Golden Gate Fields Saturday
By Dean Kahl
1

4

SJSU’s cross country
team ran at Golden Gate
Fields Saturday. Unfortunately for them, they didn’t
win, place or show.
The Spartans finished
sixth in the nine team Cal
Invitational, so it’s a good
thing head coach Marshall
Clark didn’t place any bets
on them.
"It was a fast course."
Clark said. "We ran on the
track and on the field and
over some ba rriers.
The biggest barrier for
the Spartans is trying to
improve their times for the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association finals Oct. 29 in
Fullerton, which is what
Clark says the team is aimirm for now.
Seiiir Glenn Lee was

the Spartans’ lop finisher
i 13th overall) for the sec
ond week in a row with a
time of 23:59 in the 8,000
meter race. However, it
was way off the winning
time of Derrick May of Nevada -Reno. who wound up
with a 23:23 clocking.
Stanford was the overall team winner with four
runners finishing in the top
11 places. But, Clark said
it’s
unrealistic
to
thinkSJSU can compete
with their Bay Area rivals.
"Stanford and Cal are
really lough." Clark admitted. "We can’t worry
about that. We have to stay
competitive in our own
league and improve for the
PCAA finals.
The other Spartans
who finished behind Lee

and figure to compete at
Fullerton were senior Bret
Baffert 24:39. 25th place,
junior
Marco
Ibarra
(24:45, 27th place) and
freshman New Zealand
transfer Marcel Ka Ima
24:50, 33rd place).
The Spartans will run
Saturday at the Fremont
Older open space preserve

in Cupertino-Saratoga, hut
Clark said Fullerton is pri
mary on the Spartans’
minds.
"This is not the big
meet," Clark commented.
"We don’t care if we don’t
even have a full -scoring
team. We just don’t want
anyone to get hurl before
the 291h."
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America’s Health
Doctors Diet
Vitamins
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Company

Nutriance Skin Care
Protein Products

Mary and Joe Perez

(408) 923-2939
Hobh Johnson is the Spartans’ leading ground gainer this season, third in the PC.X. with 576 yards.
This
weekend Johnson, shown against Fresno State, meets up with Long Beach, where his he o brothers played.

I
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Johnson -Curry rivalry continues
.Saturday at Long Beach State
Spartan running bach has something to prove to 49er coach
By Pat Sangimino
SJSC running back Bobby Johnson and
Cal Stale. I. I I ng Beach head coach Dave Curry
will continue their friendly rivalry Saturday
night
Alter Bobby’s brothers Ed and Ronnie
..lohnson enjoyed tine careers at Long Beach.
:111i111
people expected Bobby to follow behind
a nil become a 49er. It never happened.
"I didn’t want to go there i Long Beachi
or the reason that the coaches there expected one
go there," Bobby said. "They
were really shocked when I chose San .10S4.
Eddie Johnson was an All-Patof lc Coast
’Athletic Association defensive hack in 1977,
and lured his brother Ronnie into transient. ring to Long Beach. It paid MI By the end of
the 198o season hen. t I 1, was an Al 1-PC.AA performer on die conference champilinship
squad
"Bounty was afraid to make a n.ove and
go oft hy himself." Bobby said. "He had it lot
it chi ices. hul he chose Long Beach bee :lose
he knew Mat Ed was going to be there one
more semester ’
I urry hasn’t forgotten Bobby’s snub to
at lend Long Beach_ and last season after the
-liners edged the Spartans 22-21. the coach.
who ha pixnns to he good friends with Bobby’s
mother. made a remark to the senior running
hack.
"There is a rival between me and
Curry." Johnson said. "He said ’Tell your
mother lhat she is a wonderful lady. but as
lor you.
"
That 11111e comment, although it was intended to be a joke, has stuck in Johnson’s
mind and he has a lot of incentive for the
game Saturday. Another reason Johnson will
play harder. he said, is because he believes
hot Curry has a big part in choosing the All 111’.1.\ mann

Right limn there is no question Mid he
should be a member fit die all-conterenee
team. After six games, he is the third leading
rusher in the PCAA with 576 yards. He has
also caught 23 passes for 172 yards. But one
person that is ahead of him in the rushing
stals is 49er back Lenny Montgomery.
"Nly goals for this game are first of all to
win and second, I want to outrush Lenny
Montgomery and catch more passes lhan
.Johnson said.
"Long Beach has a pretty good defense,"
he said. "Their run defense is similar to Fresno’s. SO we should be able to run on them
pretty good."
In the 20-11 loss to Cal State Fullerton last
Saturday night, Johnson rushed for a game.
high 88 yards. However, il was the firs! time
in Ihe last four contests lhal Johnson did not
go for more than 190 yards.
"My best still hasn’l come out of me."
Johnson said. "There have been little injuries
that prevent me from playing my best. hut
right now I’m feeling very confident."
Bight now Johnson is just gelling over a
shoulder injury, a minor chest injury and in
the game last week he suffered a hip-pointer.
The shoulder has been bothering him all season, but three games ago he began wearing a
fiberglass mold to protect it.
"The mold felt pretty good," Johnson
said. "But against Fresno (two weeks ago) I
gol Int late in the game and the mold cracked.
I heardml crack. I got hit pretty good and I
knev, it was busted."
Since then the Spartans have obtained a
new mold for his protection. This season
Johnson has the luxury of playing with an
offensive line lhal has protected him. While
he was at bidh Monterey High and Monterey
Peninsula College. Johnson was almost bigger Ihan his offensive line.
"1 was bigger than three of the guys on

the out -n.1\1. lint. in high schuid," Johh-1,
recalls Ii has frustrating because the Old.,
we used were so old, they were used in Me
60s, that every other team in the league knew
what we were going lo do. The. coaches to(ok a
’they alight know what were going to do. but
they have to stop it’ attitude."
Still. even without the dynamic. offense. in
high school, the 6-foot running back was
still offered a scholarship to Cal Poly. San
I.uis Obispo, but Johnson turned it down li) gni)
to Monterey Peninsula College.
"I thought I could get a better offer than
Cal Poly if I went I() Monterey Peninsula."
Johnson said.
That opportunity came in his fifth game
tor the Lobos. After seeing limited action in
the first four games, he finally cracked the
starting line up.
"I was really excited starting my first
game and I made a couple of long runs and
coach (Greg) McMakin was there scouting
Steve MeEnroe ( former Spartan defensive
standout r and he must have told coach
Elway.- Johnson said. "The next week he
was back and he told nit’ to keep up the good
work imd that Ihey were watching nu..
"I got really excited after that because I
finally got an offer from a real college. Charlie Harraway (former NFL player in the
1970’s) is from my home town (Monterey
and he went to San Jose State."
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BALE
SANDWICHES

225
E. Santa Clara
292-7728

$150

Liver Pate
Head Cheese
French Ham

But the problem of not having a big
enough line confronted Johnson again. Johnson’s sophomore year began on the wrong
foot because of this. Two of his offensive linemen weighed just 165 and 185 pounds each. In
that first game he rushed the ball nine times
for 13 yards.
"All that I could think was ’Oh God there
goes my scholarship." he said. "But then I
gradually started to improve and wound up
having a pretty good year."
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CAN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE?
Campus Christian Center
10th & San Carlos
(408) 298-0204

Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
that say "Dos Equis." After all, those
are foreign words. And anyone in college
knows people who wear stuff with foreign

words and alligators have good taste.
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos
Equis sportswear today. And remember to
eat your peanut butter and jelly sandwiches over the sink.

DOS EqUIS
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Acid causes evacuation
WHITTIER ( Al’ ) - About 10u people were evacuated
from homes and businesses Monday night when three 55gallon drums of highly toxic hydrofluoric acid began leaking at a freight company, authorities said.
"We’ve evacuated the whole area and roadblocked
the streets within the area. said Los Angeles County Fire
Capt. Lee Gustafson.
The Fred C. Nelles School for Boys, a California
Youth Authority institution housing 1.500 youths was put
on "standby" to be prepared to evacuate. Whittier Police
Sgt. Charles Plummer said.
The Nelles School was located 500 yards away from
the leaking drums at the intersection of Whittier Boulevard and Philadelphia Street across the street from the
area being evacuated. Plummer said.
"Our hazardous materials unit will try to reduce the
pressure in the drums to keep them from exploding." he
said. "Right now, we are awaiting arrival of a truckload
of sand to dike the area."
No injuries had been reported. Plummer said.

1

About 40 employess were evacuated from Tell
Freight Lines and neighboring Calcor Corp.. a space
facility on Philadelphia Street, and about 20 single-lamily homes nearby were also evacuated, Plummer said.
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The drums were "swelling and leaking and we’re
getting very high temperatures." Gustafson said. "Hydrofluoric acid destroys your bone marrow if you inhale
it, a rather permanent situation. If it gels in the eyes, it
causes blindness."
The leak at Teff was reported at 8:31 p.m.. Gustafson said.
"As I understand it. the acid was sitting in three
drums and started leaking and a cloud formed which they
feel may be to;:ic." Plummer said.
The acid is used for etching glass. Gustafson said.

"It’s one of the most potent acids there are." Gustafson said. "About the only things it won’t eat through are
polyethylene, lead and platinum."
Gustafson offered Iwo suggestions for the cause of the
leak.
"Either it was caused by the heat, sitting on a trailer
outside, or it was caused by a chemical reaction inside the
barrel." he said. "This is some kind of a compound. and
not a pure acid."
"It’s not particularly flammable, but in contact with
certain metals, it produces hydrogen gas. which is highly
flammable." Gustafson said.
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The Chicano Commencement will hold a meeting at 2
p.m. Oct. 21 in the Pacheco Room of the Student Union.
For further information contact Margaret Romero at 2772242.

The Hillel Foundation will hold a luncheon from 12
to 2 p.m. today at the Campus Christian Center. For
further information call Marlene Burak at 395-5498.

M.E.C.L.A. will hold a meeting at 11:30 this morning
in Dwight Bente] Hall, room 208. For further information
contact Francisco Dominguez at 277-2242.

The Biology Students Association will hold a bake
sale from 7:30 I() 11 this morning on the ground floor of
Dwight Bente! Hall.

The Campus Crusade for Christ will hold a fellowship
leaching every Tuesday night at 7:15 in the Student Union
Council Chambers.

The SJSU College Republicans will hold a general
meeting at 12:30 today in the Associated Students Council
Chambers. For further information call Paul Mezzet la at
736-2282.

Nutritionist Karin Hollman will hold a free exercise
and weight control seminar at 7 p.m. Oct. 20 in Markham
Hall. For further information contact Hollman at 277-
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The Public Relations Student Society of America will
hold a Hands-On Newsletter Workshop Saturday. Oct. 22
from 8:30 a.m, to noon in Dwight Bentel Hall. room 117.
For more information contact Pat Farrow at 866-5841.
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Cadets learn their way around
map reading seminar was the most important of the four stations at the lab.
If the cadets don’t pass the final map
reading test at the ROTC cadet camp this
summer they won’t pass the camp.
"We can’t have Army officers who
don’t know how to read maps," said
Campbell.
At station two the cadets practiced
pace counting techniques. The object of
this exercise was to find predesignated
points around the park that were marked
with wooden stakes.

By Mark Johnson
About 50 ROTC cadets gathered in
William Street Park Thursday, amid afternoon picnickers and treasure hunters
wielding metal detectors, for their annual
Orienteering Lab.
The lab served as a refresher course
for cadets who wanted to bone up on their
map reading, military courtesy, compass,
and azimuth reading skills.

David Morgan
Victoria Epstein peers through her compass
during orienteering at William Street Park.

Cadets participated in three seminars, or stations, before taking on the final
station four where they used all the skills
encompassed in the first three seminars.
At station one the cadets studied map
reading technique. With protractors in
hand, they scanned maps and determined
location points and terrain features.
According to Kris Campbell, ROTC
MS 4 in charge of special programs, the

nated course they found stakes with let
ters on them in the ground which served as
symbols that indicated which direction
they should take to finish their course.
The lab also served as a preparation
for the larger inter-school ROTC orienteering meet ROTC will participate in November 12 at San Jose’s Santa Theresa
Park.
There will also be a nighttime orienteering course at the inter-school meet in
addition to the regular daytime course.
Campbell said.
All in all, it was a good day for the
cadets, according to ROTC Major Romreo
Wiggins.
"Everybody did great," said Wiggins,
"Unfortunately. we did have a few hecklers driving by the park shouting obscenities at the cadets. But other than that everything went great."

Cadets practiced compass reading at
station three and then reassambled to use
all the skills covered earlier at the final
station four.
At station four the cadets were given
cards with a starting azimuth and a distance they had to travel.
If the cadets held true to the desig-

Si Se Puede
reaches out
from SJSU
continued from page 1
implementing and evaluating a project, he said.
Faculty, students and community members enjoy and learn from
the interaction with each other.
Bozzo said.
"We all look at how to solve
problems in our own respective
ways," he said. "We really feel that
( this) is the wave of new education.
that we can no longer operate within
this is the way
our own walls
universities sill survive. -

Forum addresses the future of U.S. schools
continued from page 1
pie stress how they have to
have a large amount of
technical training to survive in the computer age.
However, he said the society must also have other
priorities.
"We need them ( the
skills) but we also need
creativity, drive, and just
thinking
basic critical
Akins," Carlson said.
He said this means
that the higher-order skills
are going to become more
important than ever in
schools.
"It means that school
systems will stop teaching
subjects such as spelling
around the seventh or
eighth grade. In the future
the child will be using a
word processor and the
system will automatically
correct spelling and grammar."

While garnering more
money is one of the more
important priorities for the
school system, Carlson
said the school systems are
going to have to be more
flexible and better staffed.
"A more flexible system will be able to deal
with a range of educational
situations and priorities."
Upgrading the teaching force was discussed by
Pete Mesa. chief deputy to
State Schools Superintendent William Honig.
Mesa said upgrading
the quality of the currie
ulum is the most critical
problem facing American
education.
He said the question of
whether the education
today is as good or better
than it was in the 1980s oi
50s is frequently asked.
Statistics and reports
show that test scores have

declined during that period. For example, average Scholastic Aptitude
Test scores of college.
bound high-school seniors
declined 65 points from
1967 to 1982, according to
the Sept. 19 issue of U.S.
News and World Report.
Mesa said the question
"has mixed feelings."
"It is not whether the
schools are as good as they
used to be, but are they as
good as they need to be,"

Meaning that those
who have entered the tea-
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ching field have been
among the lower end of the
ability scale of college
graduates.
"When you put all of
those things together, that
focused at one time, we
find at this point, the talent
in our teaching force has
substantially depleted,"
Mesa said.
One program showing
tremendous progress is the
teacher training program.

Mesa said. This program
allows people with four I
years of college lo enter
the teaching profession
under the guidance of a
mentor teacher.
"The trainees are allowed to teach in a threeyear internship program," 1
Mesa said.
"We hope that people,’
with strong science and
math backgrounds will be
attracted into the profession." he said
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Shopping, Monopoly style
PALM BEACH, Fla. ( AP)
There will be more at
stake than Park Place and Reading Railroad at the 198:i
World Monopoly Championship the winner will go on a
810,000 shopping tour.
Parker Brothers, makers of the game. is dishing out
6250.000 in real money to sponsor the tournament. First
prize is a $10,000 shopping spree on glitzy Worth Avenue.

Western Association of
Schools and Colleges

For example, women
who have been a part of the
educational force are now
going into business and industry and are leaving a

void in the educational system.
Secondly, minorities,
who used to find jobs exclusively in education, are
finding opportunities in
other fields.
Thirdly, leachers with
strong academic backgrounds, particularly in
science and mathematics,
are leaving for industries.

Silver Bullet Refused Entry to
Daytona 500.
Threatens Lawsuit!

Student claims
cops too rough
continued from page 1
ris, who had earlier requested that he hurry up and finish
his beer when the dance was ending, he uttered a profile
ity to him.
Upon hearing this. Harris grabbed Benitez and
dragged him "five or six feet by his hair" before allowing
him to return to his feet and walk downstairs, said SJSI.’
student Hiram Alvarez, a witness.
"It was totally uncalled for." said Alvarez. "There
was no reason for dragging him down the hall like that
He wasn’t bothering anybody."
Benitez said physical abuse by the police continued
after he was transported to the Santa Clara County Jail.
"I kept asking them to let me go to the bathroom,"
said Benitez. "They kept telling me I had to wait. Finally
I saw a Chicano officer working there and asked him. He
told me the same thing and I called him a vendito (sellout )".
At this point Benitez said two of the deputies at the
jail grabbed him and "punched and kicked" him all the
way to his jail cell where they threw him on the floor.
Benitez said he was released from the jail on his own
recognizance about 1 p.m. Saturday.
About a dozen of Benitez’s friends tried to file complaints at the University Police station, a police spokesman said.
Since only the victim can file a complaint against the
department, two members of the group were advised to
fill out witmess reports which would be attached to any
complaint filed by Benitez.

Mesa said.
Mesa said the leaching
force needs upgrading for
several reasons.
The people who used to
provide the teaching force
with top academic quality
are now finding opportunities in other areas.
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Students, faculty and staff
are invited to discuss any issue vital
to SJSU with members of the WASC
accreditation team:
Wednesday, October 19, 2 to 3 p.m.
Pacheco Room, Student Union

Office of Community Relations
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